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1. Introduction and Motivation 

How to learn about the “next” energy scale has been a major occupation of particle physicists over the 
past few years. The SSCis one such obvious attempt, though perhaps not the most imaginative one (and 
certainly not the most economical). A lesson from history may have relevance to this question. The 
weak interaction has been very helpful in determining the electroweak scale, as well as determining 

N the phenomenology of the elec- 

Low Energy Limit: 
roweak interactions. Figure 1 re- 

t reduces one of the arguments, 

(1963 Argument) 
circa the early 1960’s, which led to 
the conclusion that 100 GeV was the 
“natural” scale of the weak interac- 

A few 
GP H-H- 

tion. Extensive and frequentlypreci- 

Jz: 
sion experiments at the available 
mass scale (E”9, - OS-30 GeV) 

Takeg H eEM I then, 
over the next 20 years, using a variety 
of techniques, then led to a firm pre- 

Mw H 1 
47t /&M 

diction of the W and 2 masses, de- 
V; tailed knowledge of their decays, 

GF 
1 a nd the relatively economical ma- 

J- . weak chine designed to observe them at 

H 125Gevic2 CERN in the 80’s. It is possible that 

Figure 1. Lowest order weak interaction theory extrapolated in the early 
history can repeat by using CP viola- 

60’s to estimate the mass scale of weak interactions. 
tion as a similar tool to explore 

c /the“next” mass scale. 

- The frame work which we now consider CP violation is the K-M matrix of the standard model with three 
-quark-lepton generations. In this model, CP violation is the result of the one irreducible phase in the 
K-M matrix; indeed, three generations and the K-M matrix were developed in large part to provide _ 
an explanation of CP violation in the early 1970’s. At the present time, there seem to be two 
possibilities: the mass scale of CP violation is electroweak, or the mass scale is much larger. If the 
relevant mass scale which correctly describes CP violation is on the order of the present electroweak 
scale, one expects large CP violations in the B-meson system explainable in the context of the K-M 
matrix. The ability to observe CP violation, if the standard model is correct, is considerably enhanced 
if the recent ARGUS collaboration results on B”, mixing are confirmed. ARGUS has obtained, (l) 

Xd = AM/r(BO,) = 0.782 0.16, 

as compared to theoretical predictions in the range Xd c 0.2, c2) 

The mixing is calculated using the real part of the box diagram of figure 2, c3) 

AM/r i (32~/3) Re{V,V,,‘}/ 1 Vm I* (BBf,*q2m,?/m*). 

The theoretical unknowns are the K-M matrix elements, V, and V,,, the B meson structure constant 
(B,‘/*f,), the QCD correction q,, and the mass of the top quark, m,. The large ARGUS mixing result 
and the B-lifetime measurements (*I (- 10-l* sec.) imply a larger than predicted Vt,, and smaller than 
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\predicted V,, respectively, as well as 
m, > 50 GeV (9 (just about the mass 
lower limit measured by UA-1 @)). 

xperimental estimates of E and 6 ’ , 
measurements of CP violation 
K” system Q, where, 

-0 
K lamp&- > a+n-)/amp(y - > x+‘11-) 

f =2.279(26)x10-3e’t”.6’(1~)1, 

nd, 

q,=amp(K- > x(+rO)/amp(K,- > nono) 
=e-& = 2.29(4)xlQ3ei@@)l, 

Figure 2. Second order box diagram used in the calculation of CP violation then imply a large K-M phase, 6 = 

in the standard model. 100 ’ . (*) Figure 3 shows the approxi- 
nate values of s,, 4, and 6 (K-M 

natrix representation) inferred 
rom the experiments. c8) 
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Figure 3. The allowed range of K-M parameters as determined using 
b-quark lifetime and leptonic branching ratio. The “best” value is 
somewhat loosely chosen at the dot. 

he large mixing, measured for B,, 
nd predicted for B,, then implies an 
ncredibly large CP violation in B 
lecays, on the order of lo%-50%. Q 
4 striking manifestation of CPviola- 
ion is predicted to be a large differ- 
nce in time evolution between ini- 
ially B” and B” mesons as they decay 
nto particular final states. The reac- 
ions, 

Bo, -> $+KS, Bo, -> #+K’, and, 

Bos -’ W, 

ook particularly accessible and 
)rornising for realizing a CP viola- 
ion at this time. 

What if the standard model is wrong? Then, there is probably a new mass scale and CP violation is its 
prophet. An example of such a model is the “minimal” left-right symmetric model involving a very 
heavy right handed W. c9) Figure 4 shows the box diagrams relevant to this model. Assume that box 1 
= I, is relatively real, and that the entire CP violation in the KO system is due to box 2. Note that only 
two generations are included in the calculation, and thus we are effectively assuming that K-M 
contributes nothing, or is irrelevant to CP violation (6 = 0). In addition, we assume equal left and right 
handed Cabbibo angles. It can be shown, c9) 
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\ box2 =IxfJd(W,)M(W,)]*~e~, 

a where M(W,) are the left handed 

}P++J&} t 
and right handed W masses, 

U,C if* r espe‘ctively, QQ is a numerical fac- 

5 
or which depends on the detailed 

structure of the theory, and cp is a CP 

R violating phase induced by right 

- -0 
wI 

1 0 
CPviolah&re handed W exchange. 

2 Assuming the entire CP violating 

Figure 4. Box diagrams contributing to AM(KO) and E in left-right 
effect is due to the diagrams of figure 

symmetric model. #2 contributes CP violating phase. Note that only 2 
4, we obtain, by comparing to experi- 

generations are involved in the model. 
ment, 

AM,,(K”) = Re(box2) = Ix[M(WL)/M(W,)]~x430xcost9 I box1 

c,(KO) = Im(box2) = [M(WJ/M(W,)lzx430/(2J2)xsin6 = 2x103. 

These conditions imply that, 2 TeV I W, I 20 TeV. cg) In this case, CP violation in the B system 
would be comparable to that in the K system as the B mass is still very small compared to M(W,). 
Very high precision CP violation experiments would then be needed in the B system, as they are 
now needed in the K system, to explore the source of the violation. 

Both scenarios above promise many fruitful years of physics to come from a careful and systematic 
.study of the B system, if a sufficient number of B decays are available. This last point, however, 
presents a severe challenge to the experimentalist. 

2. Where to ‘T. 

The question of which B meson sources, coupled with which detection techniques, looms as the major 
challenges in the future of B meson studies. (10) There are two general areas of possibilities, proton 
machines and e+e- colliders. I will briefly discuss both sets of possibilities and then reflect in more detail 
on e+e colliders, which is my area of specialization. Details for the proton machine option are give in 
B. Cox’s talk at this workshop. (1~ 

2a Protons or Electrons 

High energy proton machines, both fixed target and colliders, presently have some advantages as 
compared to e+e colliders. First and most importantly, there exists the potential to produce very large 
numbers of B mesons per unit running time. As table 1 shows, up to 109 B’s might be produced per day 
of running at the SSC, with lesser amounts from presently available machines. In addition, decay 
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Table 1. Comparison of hadronic Experiments 

lengths for B’s of a few mm may 
ow measurement of decay verti- 
s with relative ease if radiation 
oblems can be overcome. How- 

r, as is outlined in table 1, these 
ential advantages are presently 

t neutralized by a number of _ 
antages. Though otot - 50 mb, 

l~)/a~,, is very small and thus the 
ents are very difficult to extract 
easonable efficiency ( even in 

nte Carlo land). The trigger will 
cial here. (11) In addition, large 

ities generated from the bb 
e event, coupled with many 
1 particles not associated 
b, exacerbate the problem 

ding. Finally, the question of 
tlon damage from high doses 

r the target ( or I.P. for colliders) 
ents a severe technological chal- 

c Jlenge. 

Presently, conceived advantages and disadvantages for e+e colliders are essentially orthogonal to 
those for proton machines. Though detection of B’s is not simple here, experience has shown that the 

ow~to~ - 0.1 - .25-makes the problem rather straight forward, and new detectorspresentlybeing built 
at Cornell, LEP and SLAC will improve matters considerably. As is shown in table 2, a small beam 

*pipe radius is projected for a number of machines allowing improved lifetime measurements and flavor 
tagging. However, $& question at e+e- colliders is rate. Figure 5 and table 2 illustrate the problem. 
Even at the peak of the Z”, where (T, - 6nb, rate is severely limiting. The problem is luminosity, or the 
lack thereof, for presently available or building e+e-colliders. It seems clear that if CP violation is to 
be explored by e+e- collider experiments, factors of 100-1000 in luminosity are needed over presently 
operating machines depending on Eem and machine design, i.e., symmetric or non-symmetric beam 
energies. Table 1 shows projected operating luminosities for a number of machines. Some of these 
machines are well along, while others are just at the conceptual stage. Through state of the art and 
beyond, none of the machines in the table have the integrated luminosity to do anything but scratch 
the region of interesting limits on CP violation in the B system. 

2b. Energy and Kinematics 

Not only is the question of i vs otot, i.e., production rate, a crucial issue for e+e colliders, Ecm and 
movement of the center of mass are also important. The latter points relate to the measurement of 
CP violation though the spectacular signature of unequal partial widths, i.e., decay length vs time for 
certain combinations of final states for B” vs B”. For example, this phenomenon is predicted to occur 
for a CP self.conjugate decay mode, f, common to B” and Bo, (12) and yields disparate time dependent 
partial widths for BO and [Bo] given by, 
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Figure 5. Approximate crtot vs EC=, for e+e- collisions. 
, 

* 

0.01 - 0.5 2.4 2.4 .25 - .5 

6-10 20 20 6 - 10 

’ New proposal for a e+e- storage ring collider optimized for T(4.S). 
Y Conceptual design for a major upgrade to PEP, the Stanford Beauty 

Factory (see sections 3-4 of this report). 
t For linear colliders CL> = F-/2, for storage rings CL> = L+/3. 

Ttible 2. e+c collider parameters / 
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W”[Bol(t) - > f[fl) a ert{ (1 + cosAmt)x ] p, ] ‘[l] + (1-cosAmt)xl[ ] pr ] ‘1 

-[ + 1(2si~mWmWq)~,) 1, 

2 for simplicity, and with 
* expectation that these approxi- 

ations are accurate. An example of 
uch a decay is B” - > $K”, though the 
ize of the CP violation in each par- 
icular case is a matter of some 

Symmetric T(4S) onjecture. (3 

3gure 6 (13) shows examples of 
:vents from the decay, 

u-rd its charge conjugate as seen at 
Aeymmetric Y(4S hfferent ELlll and for the case of, E,,, 
- 125 x2Gev. = 12.2 GeV on E- = 2.0 GeVwith 

I; dcm = 10 GeV, i.e., asymmetricT(4S) 
jroduction. As the figure qualita- 
lively demonstrates, either symmet- * 

L 
-ic production well into the contin- 
mm or asymmetric production at 

DJ /* K 
:he T(4S) ( or other resonances with 

_... ow Q, e.g., the T(5S) for BoI Bob 
3roduction) is needed to enable 
observation of the spectacular CP 
Violating effects associated with 

PEP-like machine (23 GeV) decay length interference. 

where,p,=A(BO->f)/A(BO->f),p/q 
6)/(1-c), and the authors of 

12 have set Ar=O, and 

BO - > D%+A. - > K+‘II-‘II+‘II-, 

n addition to enabling the start of 
he search for CP violation in the B _ 

stem, some of the machines whose 
roperties are outlined in table 2 

pressive yields of other 
avors. The latter is shown in 

, where large yields of T’S and 
are shown for the T(4S) and 

fs = 0.02 @ Z”, f, = 0.21 in the continuum. 
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uum machines. As the 
ranching ratio to 71: from the Z” is 
nly a few percent, machines pres- 
ntly planned for the Z” are not 

competitive for r physics. 
-. 



\The efficiency of identification of 

Figure 7. Representation of a BE event at E, - 25 GeV.The X’s at 
thee+e-vertexcomefromthecentralrapidityregionandcanberemoved 
by a simple rapidity cut. The vertices associated with the B and B decays 

more work with data and 
arlo has to be done for a 

decision to be made. Some 
has been done comparing 

ry T(4S) production to that 
tinuum, and a summary is 

hown in figures 7-10. 

Figures were generated using 
nd Monte Carlo (19 for Embe- 
the T(4S) and 60 GeV; a 

h extrapolation to the Z” at Ecm 

2.6 - 
92 GeV was then made (shown as 
hed lines in some of the figures). 

7 defines the general topol- 
he BB events with most of the 

d B jet on opposite sides of 
4- and a few extra II ’ s produced 

event vertex. Figure 8a shows 
s- the charged multiplicity in the 

jet summed with the prompt 
arged particles, vs E,,. Figure 8b 

ws n,( > lGeV), the number of 
arged particle with momentum > 
GeV/c, vs E,. Figure 9 shows 

10 eo 30 40 50 BD 70 80 DO for the B’s and the average 
e - 4s (GeV) ct parameter, c S >, for decay 

Figure 8. a) n&, the charged multiplicity in the B jet summed with the 
icles with I p I > lGeV/c, vs E,,. 

charged Ws vs E 
ugh < &> grows linearly with 

mpt 
are from the Lund M.C., the dashed 

cm, c 6 > increases much more 
ly for Em > 20 GeV. Note that a 
rcal” e+e- storage ring beam size 

pairs and the correct assignment 
ecay products to the B and Bare 
aramount importance in CP 
tion experiments. Much of the 
ent deficit in rate at e+e- collid- 

ght be made up by clever de- 
ion and tagging strategies. The 

ems at a stationary T(4S) are 
dable in this respect; however, 

s not so clear at this time whether 
etric production at lower 
or symmetric production in 

e continuum optimize efficiencies 
at significantly different levels. Con- 
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\beam size is about 20 x 350 /A 

a) 

1.0 

0.6 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

4s (GeV) 

I I I I I I I I 

- If$lGeV./c b) 

000 
' 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 

ds (GeV) 

Figure 9. a) c j7 > for the B’S, vs. Ecm. b) -C 6 >, the average 
impact parameter for particles decaying from B’s with momentum 
greater than 1 GeV/c, vs. Enn. 

(vertical x horizontal) with 
“mini-~“, while the SLC beam size 

gures 10 continues with a more 
antitative description of the gen- 
al topology of the BB events. Fig- 
e 10a shows the distribution in 

idity with respect to the spheric- 
s for BIJ events with E, = 29 
. The solid line is the distribu- 
for all charged particles, the 
d line for the charged particles 
B decay in each event. Figure 

Ob shows < nna > , the mean number 
f charged particles not associated 

the B decay, but within the B 
ay rapidity region. Figure 10~ 

ows the fraction of tracks with 
mentum > 1 GeV/c emitted into 

e hemisphere of the opposite B. 
early, as Ecm increases to about 25 
eV a rapid improvement in the 

tion of the B and B jets occurs 
only a mild increase of multi- 

licity. In addition, <S > increases 
atically over this range. How- 
as one proceeds to higher Ec,, 

ation and <6 > improvement 
rate while multiplicity continues 

increase . It thus seems that for 
tric colliders, Ecm in the range 
GeV yield the best topologi- 

features for a broad range of B 
sits which involves B and B sepa- 

b / ration and lifetime determination, 
features important to CPviolation measurements. As mentioned previously, asymmetric and symmet- 
ric collider configurations are still in need of a detailed comparison. 

The abilityto-verticize a BB event is a crucial aspect of CP violation measurements. Much work has 
yet to be done before such capability is available, with the development of 2-D and low mass vertex 
tracking within l-2cm of the I.P. essentially a prerequisite. Vertex tracker (VT) resolutions of -20 /J 
in both dimensions will be required, as well as material thickness of less than -0.5% of a radiation 
length for the VT and beam pipe combination. Note that for the case of a 500 MeV/c particle 0.5% 
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0 
I I I I I I I I I 
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ds (GeV) 
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\ 
If31 > 1 GeV/c 

I- \ -I 
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4s (GeV) 

Figure 10. a) Distribution in rapidity, y, with respect to the sphericity axi: 
for BB events with Ecm = 29 GeV. The solid line is the distribution for al: 
charged particles, the dashed line for the charged particles form a B decay 
in each event. b) cnna>, the mean number of charged particles no1 
associatedwith the B decay, but in the B decay y region. c) “fraction of tracks’ 
with 1 p I> lGeV/c emitted into the hemisphere of the oppoite B. 1 
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r.l., at ez - 900, the projected error from multiple scattering at the I.P. is Ax - 20~. Higher momentum 
for the particles determining the vertex will be helpful, and so strategies which tag on high energy 
leptons, as that in reference 16, may be important. 

I 

\Figure 11 shows such a BB event 
re one B decays to $(!+1-) + . 

), and the other B is tagged 

lepton with El> 1 GeV. (per- 
s with a K depending on effi- 

). As the B meson inclusive 
to $ is large, at about 1.25%, 
cay of a B to lepton pairs from 

is about 0.2%. Given the results 
reference 16, and considering a 

rd Beauty Factory (SBF) at 
luminosity (see table l), and 

detector optimized to this type 
hysics (including VT), one esti- 
es that in a year of data taking 

ays): about 6000 3 -> E are 
ted, half of which are de- 

ed; about 350 B”, - > # (!+l-) Kn are 

f 

Figure 11. BIJ event with one B vertex tagged by $ decay to IT and the ‘fW reconstructed; taking BoS/Bo, - 
other B idetified as B or B via a lepton tag. A CP violation measurement is 0.5, about 150 Bos - > $ (I?) ‘?@K) 

\ possible using time dependence of difference of decay vertices for B vs B;/are fully reconstructed; and finally, 
. 

assuming a 0.1% branching ratio, one expects 200 fully reconstructed B”,- >$(pl-)K, decays. If the - 
-opposite B(13) semi-inclusive tag has a 50% efficiency, a CP violation measurement may be possible 
using the time dependence of decay for B vs B. Given present day speculations on the size of the CP 
violation in these channels (- 10% - 50%) Q, about a four year run could be sufficient to see an effect. - 

3. Machine Design Considerations. 

The results of the previous section indicate that a good machine design for the observation of CP 
violation in B meson decay is a very high luminosity e+e symmetric storage ring operating at Ecm - 20- 
25 GeV . As SLAC has a machine of the appropriate radius, it is worthwhile to consider some 
improvements to the present HiLum PEP machine which might possibly achieve the desired level of 
performance. The two ideas I will discuss involve multiple bunch machines, much like the SIN 
proposalclQinspirit. Indeed, the general design criteria used are very similar to those used by K. Wille 
in his talk at this workshop, and those used for the SIN proposal (lq; this is not an accident. 

There are a few basic criteria. The storage ring should have many bunches; the beam should fill the 
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available physical aperture at all operating energies; there should be only one I.R., or two at the most, 
where the beams collide; there should be a small fl, at the I.R., j?‘,. These considerations result from 
the following formula, 

where, nf, is the number of bunches, n, times the revolution frequency, f,, ( nfU is independent of 
machine size for the same inter-bunch spacing), exe is the natural horizontal emittance of the beam, 
and Av is the linear tune shift. 

Assuming that the single bunch characteristics transfer to the multi-bunch case (no easy feat), the 
reason for the first factor is evident. More bunches means more luminosity (maybe even linearly with 
the number of bunches). Multi-bunching has been made to work by the CESR group at Cornell (18). The 
second factor, E,, should be made as large as possible with cost being the limiting consideration. The 
larger Ed, the larger the vacuum pipe, magnet apertures, and other apertures have to be. Also, for 

machines where r.f. power is a limi- 
I AC0 6 PEP 

23 ERNE 7s !$;Rnt 

tation, larger exe typically means 

4 DCI 9 VEPP-2M 
more power. For machines which 

500 
5 DORIS IO VEPP-4 will operate at E, appreciably less 

’ “““’ I I , , 1 , , , than Emb, wiggler magnets should 
be used to fill the available physical 
aperture at the lower E,. (19) The 
question of maximum Av, the third 
factor, is related to the number of 
I.R.‘s, and will be discussed below. 
Finally, the influence of p’, is clear. 

lo-2 10-l IOC 

. - 
I1 05 

$ (m-l) 
5277Al' 

Figure 12. Empirical scaling of the maximum vertical linear tune shiftswith 

machine bend radius, p, and number of bunches per beam, n. In particular, 
values are indicated for old PEP for n = 1 and n = 3, as well as the projected 
value for H&urn PEP (and SBF). The projection is made using the fit to the 
data shown in the fkure as a solid line. d 
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The question of maximal AV is im- 
portant for achieving high 2. Figure 
12 shows accumulated machine 
data plotted, ~1 A~/r(xlO~) vs 
l/(np), where, 7 =E,,/me, and p is 
the machine bending radius. The 
plot shows data from many ma- 
chines, and from the old (6 I.R.) PEP 
with 1 and 3 bunches per beam. 
These data imply (fittedline) that AV 
increases as the number of collisions 
per unit time decreases, a (np) -l/*, 
all other variables equal. That is, as 
one increases the damping time 
between collisions, the attainable Av 
increases. There are those that be- 
lieve there is also theoretical evi- 
dence for this scaling law as well. (2~ 



:. . 

Such a scaling law favors machines with fewer I.R.‘s, with one I.R. being optimum. The newly 
completed HiLum PEP has but one I.R. and will yield an important test of the scaling law with Av - 
0.08 expected at Eb = 14.5 GeV. This value is shown on the figure as, n = 3, 1 I.R., HiLum PEP (pro- 
jected). The scaling law also favors the use of wiggler magnets that do not only fill the aperture of the 
storage ring, but also excite maximum damping consistent with available r.f. power. The installation 
of such wigglers at PEP, motivated by their utility for the synchrotron radiation program, has been 
previously suggested. c”) 

The design numbers that appear later in this report have been obtained from the following formu- 
lae ~7) which work reasonably well for existing machines. 

(Ibunch)- = 698.5fUEbefiAY, 

and, 

lpah = 1.51x1@*[nfUE,‘(1 + /c*)2$,(Av)*/~*yl, 

where, E, is the beam energy, and. IC is the horizontal - vertical beam coupling, IE = ( c~/c~)~/* = 
(#J’,//Y,)l/*. Note that in the above formulae AvX = AvY = Av is assumed. For many existing machines 
“optimal” coupling is ~-0.2. We also assume that eXO “fills the aperture” as a function of E,; this was 
not assumed in reference 17. Filling the machine aperture at E, c EM% can be done with wiggler 
magnets placed at proper locations in the machine lattice. (19) 

Figure 13 shows a schematic layout 
e 

- J 
et 

a two ring machine with one I.R. _ 
ollowing the design of K. Wille, ~7) 

a zero crossing angle is taken at the 
1 fi- ,I.P. In order to accomplish a zero - c 

s - 
no crossing angle 

Figure 13. A schematic layout of a twq ring e+e- storage ring with one 
I.R. This concept has a zero crossing angle at the one I.R. 

ossing geometry a combination of 
tric or time varying magnetic, 
static magnetic guide fields are 

ded. Static magnetic guide fields 
e bend the e- and e+ beam in the 

me direction, as the e- and e+ are 
ving in opposite directions (this is 

- single ring storage rings work). 
gure 14a (=) shows the geometry 

ded and illustrates the principle 
ation of an r.f. separator. 
14b ~7) shows a possible ge- 
using electrostatic separator 
As is discussed by Wille, CD) 
chniques need further devel- 

ent with a decision for one 
eme or the other based on the 

sults of experiments. 
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Figure 14. a) Geometry needed for a zero rulgle crossing I.R. Also 
shown is the principle of operation of an r.f. magnetic separator. b) A more 
detailed geometry from the SIN proposal for a zero angle crossing I.R. 
using; electrostatic sewrator ulates. 
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3b. Scaling from the SIN design to a Stanford Beauty Factory (SBF). 

Figure 15 shows a plan view of the proposed SIN B-Meson factory (I?. The facility includes e’sources, 
an accumulator ring, a booster synchrotron allowing injection to a maximum of 7 GeV., a double ring 
storage ring which is 520 m in circumference, and two experimental halls enclosing 2 1.R.s. This 
machine will be a symmetric collider intended for optimum operation at the T(4S). It will be a multiple 
bunch machine, ultimately operating with 12 bunches per beam (inter-bunch spacing of 43 m), with 
currents up to 0.75 A per beam. 

Inorder to scale this design to Ecm - 25 GeV, we will consider the major points mentioned in section 
3a: 

\First, the number of bunches. A 
minimum bunch spacing of 20 - 40 m 
is dictated by the rise time of the 
feedback systems needed to control 
the multi-bunch instabilities, and 
the geometry of the I.R. The colli- 
sions should be head-on to avoid the 
problems that DORIS I had. The 
long straight sections of HiLum PEP 
are particularly amenable to a 

~ double ring upgrade as there is con- 
* 
e 

siderable room for matching the arcs 
to the I.R.‘s . With a separation of _ 
31m, 70 bunches can be put uni- 
formly in a double ring machine. In 

ddition, the very long straight sec- 
ns of 117 m, see figure 16, allow an 
tial phase of multi-bunching to be 

e without a double ring (SBF,). 
or separation in the straight sec- 

only (there is not enough aper- 
in the arcs) the present PEP ring 
be used. This scheme allows 15 

- unches per beam placed in three 
of 5 bunches with each bunch 

separated by 20 m from 
single ring multi-bunch 

Figure 15. The proposed SIN facility(“). Included are ane-linac, e+ target EP, SBF,,, has about 5 times fewer 
and linac used to accelerate e’ to an energy of about UX)MeV. The two unches and thus five times lower L 
beams are then accumulated and compressed in a damping ring or accumu- 
lator ring. A booster synchrotron is then needed to inject at energy to the 

ban a double ring; however, this 

main storage rings. Finally, a double ring stdrage ring with two I.R.‘s 

F 

theme is relatively inexpensive to 

completes the facility. At least one totally new detector is also being uild, and could yield a factor of five 

proposed. ‘n J!. over the present HiLum PEP. 
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. . 
l 

l 

.Plates-13m 

#art of Arc-58Sm 

Figure 16. A PEP straight section show. from Ql, the first quad after the 
I.P., to the s&t of the bending arcs at 58.5m from the I.P. This section 
corresponds to all I.R.‘s but I.R. 2 which has an addtional quad, Q2.5. 
c d 
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\Second, the aperture. The SIN 

t w-~ I. 

k015mm 

learn 
y-7 

s 

; 
I . 

P-4 U Y 

N 

i 

achine (17) is planned to have quite 

4 

rge emittance allowing CM = 
10’ m-rad. This is accomplished 

keeping /I 5 30 m in the ring, 
her than by having a larger than 

VJE o.os” al physical aperture. For the . 

7 

‘\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

\ 

SBF calculations we will use the 
sent HiLum PEP emittance, eti 
1.2~10~’ m-rad. Note that E, is 

fined by ax = /(cd,), (T) = 0.). 
igglers are needed to bring beam 
e to the aperture limit at Eb < 
.5 GeV, and to assure the tune 
ft limit of the design. Figure 17 

ows a schematic of a three pole 
ggler with trim sections at either 
d which allow a match into the 

Figure 17. Schematic of a three pole wiggler magnet with trim magnets 

on either end to allow matching into the storage ring lattice. @ is the 
maximum angle of bend of the beam as it wiggles through the magnets, 
and A, is the wavelength of the “wiggle.” 

e use ofwiggler magnets has been 
in references 

19 and 22. 
. given by, 

I will review the basic principles of operation below. The increase in emittance, c~~/E~, is 

where, p,is the main bend radius of the storage ring, pJs the wiggler magnet bend radius, Lo is the length 
of the machine bends, and L, is the effective length of the wiggler. The H’s are more complicated, with 
Hdbeing a complex function of the machine lattice. w H, is reasonably approximated by, 

<HW> - <l12/P,, 

where the average is taken over the length of the wigglers. Note that for the old PEP, < &> / < H, > 
-1. 

The stored beam’s damping time is given by, 

u, - [I + 04&?(P,/Pw)21-1, 
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where, 7, is the damping time of the beam without wigglers. In order to damp the beam more quickly 
r-f. power is needed .The energy loss per turn, UO, increases as wiggler strength is increased, and, 

UOJJO = 7,/7& 

The above formulae show that by adjusting n and fi at the wiggler location, one can tune the trade 
off between beams size and damping time over a wide range, however, at a cost of additional r.f. 
power. 

c 
\Third, the tune maximum tune shift. 

a) SIN 
DORIS II has achieved Av- - 

Wille cp) has been conserva- 

rth, the /?‘,. Figure 18a shows the 
beta insertion for the proposed 

-I-- 
machine. This design is state of 

e art with two superconducting TPC ds required (per side), and only 
m between the face of the last 

[pfw perconducting quad and the I.P. 
l . is quite modest at 3cm and can’t chmkr i made much smaller as dictated by 
e natural bunch length for storage 

rngs with r.f. frequency in the 350 - 
500M MHz range; /I; should be no 
maller than - 1.5~~~, . Figure 18b 
hows a possible I.R. arrangement 

the SBF (and SBF,). With the 
t major quads at 2.75 m, a 3 cm fi’, 
possible. In addition, a very 

EP Ql at a distqxe of 2.75m from the I.P. This should allow 00th beam pipe, and minimal 

forward detector ngth of r.f. cavities are needed in 
1 machines of this type due to the 

e in his design specs. in specifying 
- 0.025 as the initially achiev- 

e tune shift for the proposed SIN 
chine. This machine will be oper- 

ing in the same energy regime, and 
other features reminiscent of 

0.05 in its old carnation and tE 
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DORIS II ENERGY: 4.748 t GEV 1 REPORT: 89.83.86 

- BEAM I- AND I+ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w . . . . . . . . . . . ..*.......*.......................... 

igh currents and the possible ef- 
cts of beam bunch lengthening. 

, superior injection is re- 
so as to allow rapid filling of 

storage ring. The stored current 
als for the SIN proposal are, Imax 

per beam, while for the full 
SBF concept Imax - 0.85 A 

beam. In the case of the SBF, 
tion at 5xl@particles per pulse, 
60 Hz injection rate, and with 
capture efficiency will take - 4 

per beam. As the proposed SIN 
as a circumference which is 
4 times smaller, it would re- 

about 1 min per beam with the 
e filling rate. For toping off 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..*....................... 0th machines will fill at energy 
. . . . . . . .**........, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .*...............,......... hout the need for ramping), di- 
e the times by -2. The SBF, 

Id need about 5 times less time 

kf Mi El :Nil: I! r fiii I RllEES f 1SBl: !d’t Ettl 
an the SBF, or about the same as 
e SIN proposal. DORIS II has 
tually achieved impressive filling 
tes, with toping off typically re- - 

storage ring were found (took about 1.5 years of operational iring only one or two minutes. 

Figure 19 shows a typical days record when the system is fully operational. However, the three new 
machines discussed here have injection requirements which are an order of magnitude or more greater 
than DORIS II. Powerful injectors are required or much longer times will be taken for fills. 

4. Luminosity Estimates 

Figure 20 shows the design luminosity for the SIN proposal. Wille expects the Luminosity to increase 
in stages GJ) as more is learned and improvements are made. The bottom curve in the figure is expected 
within the first year of operation, with subsequently higher levels achieve as operating experience is 
gained. ‘Finally, after some years of operation, kpcaL - 3x1033 cm%ec1, is projected at the T(4S). 

s - 

The SBF can also be staged. Initially, the SBF, can be built, at modest cost, and operational experience 
with multi-bunch and high currents will be gained. If and when it appears possible and desirable to gain 
an additional factor of 5 in luminosity the SBF is a candidate design. Table 4 gives some parameters 
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:. . 

c \of the SBF,, and SBF. At E,,= 12.5 

Lkm’* see-’ 1 

n=6 1 
l3:= 3 cm 27OII 

AC2 = 0.05 -Ii\ 

n-8 / 
6:=3cm 
AQ=0.025 

E (GeV) 
I I 

5 6 

\ 

b 

GeV,. & i 1p3 is projected for the 
SBF,, and 1 

F” 
- 6x1033 for theSBF. 

The large r. . power required for the 
SBF and perhaps the SBF, as well, 
may demand the use of LEP type 
klystrons and superconducting cavi- 
ties. The klystrons are now “off the 
shelf’ items obtained from Philips 
(Cat. #YK1350), are rated for 1MW 
output power, and have a central 
frequency of 352.21 MHz, the PEP 
r.f. frequency. Figure 21 shows a 
schematic of the Philips tube. In 
addition, superconducting cavities 
at the same frequency should also be 
available from European industrial 
sources in a couple of years (as a 
small add on order to LEP’s). 

5. Conclusions 

e chance to gain insight into a 
ossible new mass scale plus many 
ther physics opportunities that a 
ample of 10’ B decays rings is a - 
hysics justification for a B-factory 
y itself. The machines discussed in 
ection 3 of this paper all can pro- - 

Figure 20. The design luminosity for the proposed SIN machine. Improve- uce - fewxl06B decays in a reason- 
ment of k is expected in stages as more is learned and machine improvements ble running time; however, the SIN 

-tie made. The bottom curve is expected within the first year of operation, esign (and CESR as well) which 
with subsequently higher levels achieved as operating experiece is gained. 
Finally, with n= 12, AV = O-05 (AQW, ~*y(ifi*Z)=l.5cm, 

ptiezes the machine for svet- 

ic beams with Em at the T(4S) does 
-3x1033cm-2sec-1 is projected. not allow for measurements of B 

lifetime, and so a crucial window on CP violation is lost. The SBF concept may be sufficient to achieve - 
a measurement of CP violation in the B system, but the development of such a machine and the 
measurements will probably require a staged effort over a decade. In addition, if an e+e machine, a 
B,factory will yield more than 10’ 7 and C decays while the B’s are being produced. Thus many questions 
involving heavy flavor physics can be addressed at such a facility. 

It is clear that much development work is needed in both the machine physics and detector design to 
achieve the CP violation measurement goals. It seems prudent to start in earnest soon, and to expect 
an extended effort. 
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HiLum PEP SBF, 

circumference(m) 2200 2200 
#rings 1 1 
#I.R.‘S 1 1 

3 15 

4 3 

0.08 0.08 

Wigglers no yes 

Lpeak (;<1032cm-2sec-1) 
@12.5 GeV/beam 1.4 13.2 

‘@5.3 GeV T(a) NA 2.4 

CL> (pb-l/day) 
Q12.5 GeV/beam 4.0 38.0 

@5.3 GeV T(a) NA 6.8 

pbeam NW 
@12.5 GeV 0.3 4.0 

@5.3 GeV T(a) NA 0.7 

Lch (ma> 
@12.5 GeV 8.3 11.9 

@5.3 GeV T(6) NA 5.1 

Lam (ma> 
@ 12.5 GeV 24.9 178.9 

@5.3 GeV T(4) NA 75.9 

BE pairs/2OOdays(X106) 
- @ 12.5 GeV b.04 0.35 

@5.3 GeV T(G) NA 1.4 

Table 4. Parameters for e+e- storage rings based on 
The present HiLum PEP is compared to the SBF, 
discussed in the text are used to calculate projected performance. 
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